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Abstract: If M and N are Hilbe, t c&Se manifok’~, then M is homeomorphic to N if and only 
if H(M) is isomorphic to I-I(N), where H(X) denoces the group of homeomorphisms from the 
space X onto itself under the group operation of composition. 
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homeomorphism group locally compressible 
compressible n-transitive 
hittaker showed in [4] that if 44 and N are either both (finite- 
1) manifolds without boundary or both compact (finii dime1 
manifolds, then M is homeomorp:Gc to if and. only if H(M) is isomer- 
phic to H(N), where H(X) denotes the oup of homeomorphisms from 
espaceXo3 _ I TV itself under the group operation of corn 
paper, we apply the, techniques used! by aker to show 
N are Hilbert cube ~~anifolds, then M is omorphic to 
(A?) is isomorphic to H(N). 
CAY- 
&P d 
B,n = R,n (0, . ‘C, 0). 
Let X be a space without isolate j points. If A c en S(A ) will be 
used to denote the set of all hi H(kC) such that h 1 ir; the identity 
on X \ A o If x EX, then X will be c: llied compressible at AX’ if there exists 
KS(X \ (.re}) such that for every yG C and for every neighborhood IV of 
x, there exists a neighborhood V of y such that hn (@IV for some posi- 
tive integer yt (or hn ( V) C N if X is r egufar). The hor.6eonlorphisr:n h will 
be called a covta~vresso~’ cf X at x. Tile space X will be compressible if it 
is compressible at every point. 05 serve that if X is homogeneous and 
compressible at some point, then it is compressible. The space X will be 
called ZocaJ compressible at x if fcr every neighborhood W of x there 
exists an open neighborhood U ok contained in W ancl an k~S(h/ \ {.lc)) 
such that for every YE U and for every neighborhood N of x, there exists 
a neighborhood V of y such that hn i(V’)C N for some positive integer FL 
gain h will be called a compressor t If U at x, will be said to be COW 
~nxsible in X at x, and V will be said :to be CO esscd irz U with reqlect 
to h. The ;;gace will be locally conlpressMe if it is lacaiiy compressible 
at every point. iomogeneous :and 1ocaHy compressible at some 
en it can be seen that X is Jocally compressikile. 
e: now wish to see that I”” is 1ocaiJ compaessibk. TO get this result 
we need an intermediate resuk concerning 2-cells, 
t can be seen t yressor of I= to ( 
ible. In fact, for every p 
e exists am hES(B~ \ 
r every positive in.tcger m ai1 
integers k and JII and a real mmber t such 
osition 2, ther6 w&25 a. c 43SS 
Finally define ha 
ere (y,+1,y,+2, ..=) =g(xn+l,~n+2, . ..). Then it can be seen 
fies the conciusion f the proposition, aEd the local compress 
1”” follows since 1” is homogeneous [3 ] e 
1 ‘OS manifold is locally 02 ressible. 
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admissible b < a;. I_ 
Let ‘)bethesul3 enerated by 
let j=Q*(M)n 
Q@(M)=&(M) and QE ) = Q&M) for every corn 
see hat E(M)c M(M)NNU(M),let UEE 
in the definition o 
so that UE M 
) for every componF: of M. Clearly Q*(M) is a non- 
d for each component C of M, Q?(M) is a nontrivial group. 
UE E(M), then h(U)E E ):Thus h S(U)h’” c Q*(M), so 
that Q*(M) is a. normal subgroup of H Then Q(M)C Q*(M), and hence 
Q*(M) := Q(M). If hEQ(M) and 1’1~ F ith UC C, then h S(U)h’l c 
(M). Therefore QE(M) is normal ir , which means that Q,c (4-2)~ 
(M). Hence (z?(M) = QC(M) for ever; component C of AI. .’ *’ 
If G is a subgroup of ), and if each point. in 
ii neighborhood U SW that S(U)cG, then Qc 
C, anci let V, q~, 0: dnd Dr be as in the de- 
m, there exists a neighborhood L$, of 
‘sts a positive: Ente- 
) for some ) SLlC 1 P 
0 
et 
where the ‘its are the projection 
each 1 < j < p, 11; c $i” (BE) a 
f. = lt&..h~l. It can be seen th 
roe the definitive sf R, there exists t such that 
s<t<RandDr~ en there exists gES( 
IIF c g(D). Also I$,$’ ,“‘), SO there i 
-!gGqE G and Dr C go (Dy)C gOg(D). 
his contradicts the definition of R, so that 
Therefore there exists an fES(Dr) that q-l fpE G and q(e/, = 
hen fS(D)f ml 
= S(g-1 (D))c 6. 
ence S( C 6. Since U was arbitrah-y, Qc )cG. 
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t ha evary pE uz, therie 
N are 1” -manifolds, then 
) is isomorphic to W(N). In fact, if 9 is a gro 
) then there is a home 
(h)(y) = ohd (y) for ever 
is theorem can now 
and 7 for respective 
ne consequence of this theorem is that H(M) is a camp ete group for 
That is, N(M) is centerless and every automorphism 
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